Recreation and Sports Fields

Sun Devil Athletic NCAA competition fields for soccer and lacrosse

Competition Fields for EOSS - (Educational Outreach and Student Services)
Recreation and Sports Fields
1) Irrigation for all fields shall include cooling irrigation of artificial turf field.

2) Potable water source will be provided by Catellus.

3) Field drainage

4) Lighting and Power at all fields.

5) Perimeter Fencing with controlled access to individual fields.

6) New Parking Lot, including concrete curbs, asphalt parking lot, painted spaces, signage, lighting, accessibility, landscape development and electric vehicle (EV) charging.

7) Men's and Women's Restroom facilities.

8) Enclosed maintenance yard.
Delivery:

This project is to be Design Build Delivery

Schedule:

Rough grading by Catellus to be complete September 2019
Fields ready for use Fall of 2020

Regulations:

Meet State and Local code requirements
Meet ASU Design Guidelines
Meet NCAA requirements